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T period of oscIlilation

V Iree-stream- airAspeed

V airspeed ratio. model speed to free-stream airspeed

a angle of attack

damping ratio

logaritbmIu decrement

___ Chase angle

Subscripts

o total conditions-, initial conditions

Si component of mament or displacement out of phase
with applied: moment

R component df moment or displacement in-phase with-
aplled mmn

Rawa
S-:

NI
a-
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The Aerballstt!- Re-entry' Technolezy (aT-p:Ithe Naval Surfacc We-anons -Center has an objective to ~x
thI!e aerobals4-c tecnn&1y r-equ-red focr tile dsn
develoment of advanced-bd conenls.
su1ch an, effortD Is thne -t redfiict, evaluate WIGzzc
aercdlyna-mfl chrra cteristiCcr-- nf i-;a-e ~O~grttOS cni
-and f~lIght test a-teur s well. as computer aodldn
analys is , are used ifl4 the eral approach. 'Full-cl 1'14
testlng Is opcae - czy a..A nm-ecure, levi grouna
te Ung as currently -A.he m-c ract-lcal -way to obt-aIn aeroc vnar.2c

data Teblitcrre hevnerveloclitv' wind t unn _ie
ar -he modst "t- n.~ 4-,--ound f!acll i ties I F

data -gathering. Ba11scvnes have the obv cus advantage
permitinsmeasurements z 0c zame 11n the absence of sunnor

anc hei-r assoclated Inter rn-Ac f the flow about the -test
-body.- However, range testrr 4_ T costly on a per snot bss

flgh t p-arareters 4are d11±-ZW~. to- control and data acc-Uiirn
is.1 veycTlctd ec- sI has been suggested Id

t h at In r wind-t unne'! te&r.4 -- flo- interference due to -supp;-rtw
riesults in uncerta~utaes 1-mrh 11ia -- suts o~ tLO

detrrde I th nyerv yrn Fdcilities at I-AVSUR it r
usoetool's for stuvis "ertry body dynapmic stability,
-test -prograI was TrA.Ln

Th ie Supersonit :unneA as ocLa t I on standard cone w i th
varying nose bluntnYIe-sw e-ecu- *'or testg Th S
conzfl_juratlon, a l1a$dg .-e ral Wangl c-one, was chosen becgause

SIs renres en tative oa asiare-entry 's.. ad eaue
extensIve datLa exist V-r this cor f owrNa 1

numbes Eiowever, no dy7namic- t;atii ar-e avail able!rtn
st anoarc confuatina nrtt Aahncer

Pthdamf ~ ~ ' d- as a ptn, '

blun-l-.ess ;Rs:.u u n, hber and Mza~n
number using the fo~rced n r- Cnr rosc4fla;I C-n e-1-uas . Data
t-hus obtained are thncmzWwtn aafo te facilities.

~Wels, C.J*, Jirri~nbah, S i y.an2l Madaa A. N.,
"Frvee Flight Investigaition of th Aercaa~ Chrceitc
ot11 a Cone at High Z-1aeh rN~umber'," AIA Journ,'M Vol. 8,
No. 2, F'ebruary 1970, Pp. '294-On

__A
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D EELOFMEN 0tE EiUATIC.NSM OF MO1TION1

The equation of oaion of- a- visdously damped, one
of-freedom oscillatory system Ian be expressed as: -

for the forced osciflatto- case. exernal forcing
functions are present, the sys"tem takes the form of a free
oscillation representedt-by: -the -hOmoenous equation:

mi* C - 0-
-in the above expressIo-:
M* is the mass lx is the inerl raclion

oC Is- the damping coeffice Cx Is the dAping reacj on
x i th spin coi~te..i? Is- the spDring -react1 oP Is the forcing funein c... ud ?coswt is the forc function

1: 1 is te g en e r alize" - o~tt =AIn1Ze--is -the freoduenc- ',,ne'

forc. i; runotion

__ Codnslder a wind -tu. el~ Ic anl-fat tack- (se $I- t ,
if the model -was not suro-r-a vet consltrai~ned to one-degree-
-ofafreedome motIon a. _ iz 4- ent, aue the pressvre-

iduced --normal force and- - - gmmnt lasopos-Ing
oscillation would be ;enerat-d. if the -model were suppojted
such oscillains aOmul 6- u -raota- trim angle-mof-att1ac.~i

This trmangle-of-attaclc Is renresentaie fabaac
bet-ween the pitching . o and- t_,-he miomen. generaed. b the
support In response t ts angj _d-a dsplacement (see
Figure 2).

T1h e instantaneous amntoe of the model about the trm

ange, -ai., is represented bv:

For this trIm angle Case, equation (1) can be used to model
the Interaction of the ncments- a nMg.

dpQSJr ,jd& fsr sa

'ifA -N
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rdhere Iy, -, V, and Moi are the moment of inertia, dynamic

pressure, air speed, amp~litude of time-dependent applied momentVand tri ;m:om.ent requirei to maintain the trim angle. Consider
the condition of' o<<L. Under this assumption~, we can expand
the damping d eri~vative, Cmq, and the pit-ching moment term, Cm,
in a series -abouzt the trim angle, aTi J

+ (5)

Cosdeig -qaion (14) for the case of steady state oscillation:

c44) ~(6)

which is reresettv oftepthmmn,support displacement

generat ed m o,-,, en previously menti*oned. As the damping moment
is an eve* funcion 6 o , its odd derivatives ms aih h

pitching nomeht is an odd function of a, thus its even derivatives-
must Vanish. 7ncluding the above-mentioned- cnsdatos

- eouatioh (5uecomes-:

Ifti nl o silton ,i u'icetysMleuto 7
oec 0A 42- :

-At -ds - '
In ordener tof moreclone the ufiint sal equation (7)my)ewrte

-161
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The damping term,_ , contains both aerodynamic and structural-
mechanical damping and the stiffness term,- 4 , contains both
aerodynamic and mechanical stiffness.

The homogeneous form of equation (-9) may be solved Using
the Laplace transformc is:

with initial conditions:

:~~ It: "- o-" O

Equation (9) then becomes:

- -~'rearranging yieIds:
_ _ _ _ _ __... (1 2 )

Taking the inverse transform of equation (12) yields:

riism
where E-14 (h/:) I ____

when- : the critically damped case occurs (all

oscillatory motion ceases); whenMn--Othemotion is undamped and

extremes of critically damped and undamped motion may be
represented by the following parameters:

M Z(15)

Nixon, F. E., Handbook of Laplace Transforms, Prentice-Hal., Inc., V
Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey, 1960

12
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The damping ratio represents the amount of damping present
aa a decimal fraction of the amount required for critical
damping.

- (16)

is the undamped natural frequency.

Thus equations (13) and (4) may be rewritten:

(18)

Equations (10) and (11) can also be used to rewrite equation (9) as:

*2

VConsider equation (i7). The amplitude of the jth oscillation
can be represented as:

- -

(20-)

and the amplitude of the (I+ )th o:;villation can be written as:

- _ e(.4 T)
t :(21)

where T is the period of oscillation.

The logarithm of the ratio of the succeeding amplitudes is:

f- 2 4 = - (22)

13
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where the damped frequency IsW4. Froul equn-in (17) we obcain
for the damped natura' frequency., Wj= J- .Thus the

Fexpression for the I o- ecrement,4 becomes:

V~ ~ = 1r (r (23)
or

7=r
(V14.* 27r(6 I (24)

r Ttd, t the nth

-a moltde -1 havin -sfoah eiiino h log-decremennt adadmpn aio1,i
gies as:

'it (26)

aThe nubr of cie on roi to Ic tme toh inti amplitude

given as:

(27) -

and nubro ' t dam to 1/1e of e the initial amplitude

Ve (29)

Th qatn h of- mto dca.o smleo h ta amplitude eociaior
sremx ie b qation (9)TC w~.,-he m the faporn functionm nshs

Tolei
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- IKl -30)

In the free scillation echnique the model is mounted on afeue
- t~~%.heref*ore account mnust be taken of the elastcsifesi h

-erm and "he Ilexural damping in the term.1
In order Lo uinderstand the flexural daxnpint contribution,

an explanation of Che concept of structural damping is inorder.-The equation cf rotio-i could be rewritten in theAM
generalized- form as: !

X(t)-+2 X(C) W; I(t) -=-W- fc=t)

The steady state response of th..,e system to the harmonic excitation
is given bIy the real part of:.*

-1(W (32)
I~Ww~ 2 i2jWa I-Iw ,Nt

w He (w) is the complex frequency response. We can write,
- '~howev:er,

IL -2

A0(33) I-

hee the p-hase angle s

At~ (34i)

- 7-ua-ion (32) can therefore be rewritten as: I
which Ind i cat.es 'hat the complex vector describing the response
xft) -~ -e~n he complex vector describing the excitation

f~)by the phase angle *

Equations k' is jL

900 -hed of-hedispaceentvectr ad N ime aslarge.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __5
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Te act;ileration. vet- cdofth ascement vector _

andiW 2 as larg

it C 0 ~j - teuuations previously discussed
_s l -Ownin 'Flg:--Ert 1;e vectors' are harm ornc fur;-on of

comolexvezn 2tr;ir.frenuencvf For

COIfD X ar n J. ~ r1~w W, eh o sz an at the same

of-freeom sv- e nf can 1e exnressed as:

ZrA,

where only th rear ra:c nacesdfreFad the
aegar - A as a real number,

wnacna iT iesft yields:

_"Cl A
= ~ ~ v M ,AtWlICi NY~~ (40)

where~~~~~~~2 XSsteUxz acnn mltc ndCI h apn
coefficient.t#)dt

nW onicrc svztems casfe nergy Th

C"-1e-

m mas a srnrv _S-wZZl V--- 1"tlsrti wIiiaae energy
throughl~k MnSSr his--vici ~-~~ type of

= and Lovl.inda Jl e oc aai- trijs
whnsubi ected ucn tc v ;emain~s

belor-.,thVe c-al. irc- t ±mU- a frict11 cn i- tn-A "e-ly

kibl i u,.- Intrr&
.' ~-o in1~

S-1 ids
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indnenentof ..erae of' strai- n Ienenas on the amol'ituiie
O Layt1--,on. Tflc energy loss per cycle was fsound to be

nrontion l to th apitude scua red

wee I s he constant of pootnatyindependent of the
-euee ol w n.o- o

_Smia~ 10 e~aviov xi e bt ny laztcb material. This
Pe o' da%,;-kn-ow-*n as stlructural damn-ing an is generally

nje-.w.een au co ponenn--o 'esyte.Ee touhti yeo

*.tnIn is i23eeCen~t fthe fr-eauen-cv of the cycling stress,

dlssiznatedc inne i z~oroortion-al to tUhe area withi the
hysteraszs I00= for mate-rial (see Figue

Thnerefore, oeMiay teta syte sub Je ctec to harmnonic exc+tati,-
wihsrutrlaa~nas a vsconusrLy da aped system with an

e--ulvS-__ aalenz- vriscu daniccefcet uch- a coefficient is
ebwta b-y, coprngeutions, (42) and(3)

C - (44)
Cel. W

iIS no zbl 4-~iCt write the equation of motion of isnA
one-a egree-of-treedo -. 5st em- wit ea~! exitton and
structural dampingas

= -rL t t Kheiw (45)

Comparing thehoMojgeneousI forms of equat-ions (19) and (45)
suggests ht

f~q:X ,1 g~j(46)

§ hccount must betre oftesucra-enacl and elastic
=stiffnessz as reo*resent-ed V- ter s "iyh te "tilda" in equation (30).

4agaj co-oaring etqiat-on (l9a) wi -th frO and eqAt ion (320) yields:

Is l i i i )(48)

2 jP
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The terms with the bar n AnIu th& and
stiffness contribution and ha W terms wlthout; the bars contain
the aerodynamic

- at (49)
0*

Ok - (50)

Since we want the ae.-Ylna-tmin alone we must evaluate
the mechanical terms t he model to oscillate In a

vacuum or tare co . aes are indicated by the
subscript o. The total dainc experienced may then be

- deermned s~n e~utio. )and-(47 as:
ne- - za SUI1

[ LVW - (51)

- Some rearranging and c mb:.inhi g ,-tn. ecuation (46) yields:

which can be used to rewrIte eqau o 1

.12.

Solving: for , yels:

, t; tr z) z; 0 W./W (15 1C:)4)

:&Y-er kwwal
qSJ 1 f- (55)

where A and WA refert- o the values recorcec with the wind
tunnel on and 6 andWJQL refer tO values obtained at the vacuum
condition. The above could a so swe exoressed in terms of the Dg
decrement, ', as:

:--n.t (56)



ni1

The 7rcdyr.wA c --tiJ f* cpss term may be us'nc ng setalI the sa-Mie czroe tr

IW (57')

zr Mak ~g use o f t- e :og aecremen't, as£

M4  ~[w2 +t)~tg4 Zj(58)T

and inl cofficnt form,V

P44 q;a(~)- J(t~ (59)

or Cte4wZt-wkO~j) (60)
4

:ne ecuatlosf otIon of a one-derf-ree-of -freedom viscous ly

_anoa z;luin structural damp~ng) s_,vstiez svStez are beenaee~~d frot h e~''~ S "' hav eeated whch
.=:- - .. 'enrl w W O a -e he tcinng

* 4- - -C %?- Aw

^.-AN l~ i55C Ofl" bae*o rm anle ani tfe slofC of -hle
-icin o-ent coefficient. I±n o"r er o ea te thes

exresons o arameter must be obt-Ine - o aw u-nnel on-6
casarAfor a vacuum or tare casez-.

alfi_ foceda S=. aj I- t o n .oscfn S- e a mome=. E - .. l6C 4 f,

aIp .= ..-A.==mc; - 4.

t.A-ca Pzinr -n t a- a I~ ~esse- ext-ent the
local 5rn~r4- to th stti fit 1 rs mocint

It* o eson--ai sncs-r tov measure

_r-e a! rltue of the appI'ed momrent, the an&a dslc n and ;
= "has-e angle between tnoese t'wo cuantites

.:: e ecuation of" motion for the fo rced oscillat-ion system is
given In c--uation (9). A first -  -alofths.d n a

beobained_ by integrating over one period as,sa+4da+%Pa~shw~
S~~~k~ (61)( iJ L 4"SoW
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or changing the variable of integration

The steady state solution of equation (9) is given by making
u e of Laplace transforms, equation (9)becoeS:

(62)
+

Now- -solving for we get:

+ (65)

Since the inverse transfoi, operationt-7, iS linear, we can
regard the inverse transforms separately: bTe first tem on
the right is the transient solution with the in-erse of this
term already obtained in equation (17). s has been pointed out,
equation (18) represents the angular motion of the model during 2

free oscillation. For the forced oscillation technique we
can regard the system as starting from rest, i.e., ;t 0-
in which case the first term on the right of equation (65)
vanishes. The inverse transform of the second term on the
right of equation (65) is as follows:

~(66)

= [y 4=I]_'.tSiw,-g,
where

(67)

and

7(68)
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Even in equation (66) we have a transient solution in the
second term which accounts for bringin,- the system from rest
to the steady-state forcing frequency, This transient would be
superimposed upon the transient represented by equation (17)

c7if, is not zero. Since we are interested in the steady-state

conditions, only the first term on the right of equation (66)
will be retained. This term may be rewritten in a slightly
different, but more useful, form as,

oC= Ps,th (69)

where

IW -~ C~i~+' 70)

Resonance occurs when the amplitude of the sine function of
equation (69) attains a maximum value. In the absence of
damping resonance occurs when

(71)

and in the presence of damping resonance occurs when

WE (72)

Resonance is often said to occur when the forcing frequency, Wf,
equals the undamped natural frequency,wn. This statement is true
only when the system has no damping, although it may be an
acceptable approximation for low levels of damping.

The above expression is easily derived by taking the deriative
of the amplitude in equation (69) with respect to (wf/wn)
equating this derivative to zero and solving to obtain equation
(7?). Inserting (72) into (69) gives the amplitude at
resonance as

I- t (73)
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Also at resonance, the phase angle, p (.eq. (70)) becomes,

=. St~g'('ye(714)

The angle, , is known as the phase angle and it may be seen
from equation (69) that the angular displacement lags the
applied moment by the angle P. The applied moment from
equation (4) is:

and the angular displacement follows from equation (69) as,

- Sn ( - (76)

The relative position of the moment and angular displacement
functions, 1(t) ando((t), respectively, are given in Figure 5.

Since we are considering a lightly damped system (damping
ratio less than 0.1) a first guess at the phase angle might be
90 degrees. However, the damping ratio, though small, is
influential at resonance both in the angular displacement amplitude
(viz., eq. (73)) and in setting the phase angle exactly.
Clearly equation (74) may be rewritten as,

2_
= - -- . ( 7 7 )

Since the actual phase angle will be slightly less than 7/2,

we may introduce a small positive quantity, c, as

7 / (78)

Equation (77) becomes

Sit!('-E)=o E= I-COSE (79)

or

or solving the above expression for the damping ratio, , we get

SinE

(80)
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Clearly, equation (79) allowsthe following approximation for

small values of damping ratio,

(81)

Thus in order to measure the damping ratio (and hence the
damping-in-pitch derivative from equation (15))it is clear
that the phase angle, *, or the term, e, must be measured
accurately. Equation (69) together with the first and second
derivative may be written as,

= K Sen~ti~. .- 1) (82)

=WK COS (W4-I)

(84)

Inserting the above expression into equation (62) where
. appropriate gives,

- IW~ ( COS( 4 -P ~w u~-, I Co f;\t W-
T

- KS 1C~~..~ tKI04. (85)
SokM Wf'Cos C04t- I) d t

Clearly the first and third terms on the left are zero so we
are left with,

M1 JU ~ (86)

0+MKIt S;iVi~~.jY

The first term on the right is easily shown to be zero so
equation (86) becomes,

or

(4K (87)
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It was pointed out in the case of free oscillationo (equations
(30) and (31)) that structural damping must be removed. Thus,

* . equation (87) becomes,

or

The above expression is considered to be the basic data-reduction
equation for measuring the damping-in-pitch derivative using
the forced oscillation technique. This equation appears as
equation (6) in reference 6, as equation (42) in reference 2
and as equation (25) in reference 9.,9 Along the lines of
equation (56), equation (88) might be written in coefficient
form as

It should be pointed out that for a finite amount of damping

resonance is reached somewhat before wf/wn equals unity (see
equation (72)) and at resonance the phase angle is less than
90 degrees (see equation (74)). From equations (72) and (74)
we have for effects of the order r2:

U4/ [- (90)

S i -Y-4 (91)

8Mackapetris, L. J., "A Forced Oscillation System for
Measuring Damping Derivatives at Subsonic and Transonic Speeds,"
Naval Ship Research and Development Center Report 2627,
November 1967

9Wiley, H. G., "A Method for Accurately Measuring Dynamic
Stability Derivatives in Transonic and Supersonic Wind
Tunnels," Presented to AGARD Specialists Meeting, Aircraft
Stability ahd Control (Available from NASA, Langley Research
Center), April 1961
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Quite obviously for lightly damped systems ( about 0.1 or less)
there is negligible error in oscillating the model at the undamped
natural frequency.

Actually, the undamped natural frequency, wn, is a somewhat
artificial quantity in that it is not directly measureable
damped natural frequency, wd, and the damping ratio, C,
which is expressible in terms of the log-decrement, 6
(equations (22)-(29)). From equation (17):

WA wet 0. V2 (92)

From equation (72), the rati( of the forcing frequency, wf, to
the undamped natural frequency, wn, under conditions of resonance
is,

N " |R0031

which gives, (I-z " )

where the relationship with the phase angle follows from equation
(74). Thus, at resonance the ratio of the driving frequency,
Wf, to the damped natural frequency, wd' is equal to sinR.

While the primary goal of the small amplitude forced oscillation
technique is to obtain the darping-in-pitch derivative, mq,

it is possible to also obtain the local tangent to the static
pitching moment, i.e., . rom equation (69) we have,

and from equation (70)

- ""..(96)
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Thus equation (95) may be rewritten as,

_ffr 
_(97)

Now from equation (48)

% (98)

or M

- - I. K

In a vacuum the structural damping contributions are alone present,

jMe .MCos V6 (100)K.
Using equation (100) in equation (99), the static moment
derivative due to aerodynamic effects is

M A WO - 10l)

The assumption has been made that the mechanical damping is
proportional to the oscillatory frequency. Vacuum conditions are
designated by the subscript "o." Eauation (101) may be
rewritten in coefficient from as

~( K (102)

Eouations (101) and (102) are the data-reduction equations for
the determination of the static moment from the small amplitude
forced oscillation technique. Equations (101) and (102) appear
as equation (24) in reference 8, as equation (43) in reference 2,
and equation (26) in reference 9.

Further simplifications are possible in equations (101) and
(102). If the drive frequency is identical in both the wind-on
and wind-off conditions then the second term in equations (101)
and (102) vanishes to give,

~~MO Cos 6
M4  4a (103)
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In driving at resonance the phase angle, p = PR" is such that

.. CosW.' .L4 l04(104)

a result that follows readily from equation (74). Clearly
equation (104) shows that for the lightly damped :ystem cos*R
will be very small and approximately equal to the damping ratio.

JAnother concept worth noting is the "Q" or quality factor of
the system. The Q of the system is defined as the ratio of the
amplitude under dynamic conditions to the amplitude under static
conditions, i.e.,

-(s (105)

The static deflection,, s, may be obtained from equation (19)

by setting =o = 0 to obtain,

~ (106)

The appearance of frequency,w,, in the evaluation of a static
effect might be misleading. In equation (16) it is shown that
the undDmped natural frequency, wn, is determined by the static
moment derivative, ";-om equations (76) and (95) we get for Q,

I
'- (107)

For ose La-ions resonance we may fInd % using equation (72) as

or using equation (23)(

_ (109)

Equation (107) indicates that for a lightly damped system it
is necessary to oscillate almost exactly at resonance to see any
amplification of the c'atic response. Equations (108) and (109)
show that when resonance is closely approached there will be a
sudden increase in the amplitude of the model. Equation (70)

- points out that for a lightly damped system, the phase angle will
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be zero until very close to resonance at which point it will
be near to r/2 (although as equations (78) and (81) indicate a
more precise value would be 1T/2 - ). The consequence of making
dynamic measurements on a high Q system is that there might be
some difficulty in practice in Treasuring the term Visinp
accurately.

FREE OSCILLATION DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURE

As an introduction to the data reduction technique a discussion
of' the principle of least squares (Ref. 4) and the M.ethod of
Differential Corrections (Ref. 5) is in order.

The principle of least squares in simple terms states that
the curve which best represents a set of data points is the one
for which the sum of the squares of the residuals has a minimum
value. The term "residual" as referred to in the previous
sentence implies a difference between, for a given obscissa, a
data ordinate and the curve ordinate (see Figure 6).

If a function y = f(x,a,b,...) is to be fitted to a set
of data points (Xi, Yi), the major problem involves finding values
of the constant terms a, b,... which will generate the function
which will best represent the given data. Application of the
least squares principle requires determining the values of
a,b,. which will make the sum of the residuals squared,

, be a minimum. This may be accomplished by developing
the set of simultaneously solvable equations,

-=0

JV"2  (110)

In the function to be fit f(x,a,b,... ) is linear ".n a,b,..
then the residual equation (110) will also be linear and the
system may be solved with little difficulty. In the functions
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which must De used to represent the wind tunnel motions
presently being considered, the parameters a,b,. are
arguments of exponentlals, sines, and cosines. Under this
requirement the residual equations become non-linear and
cannot be directly solved. The Method of Differential
Corrections, Which will be discussed next, provides an iterative
method of solutIon to any degree of accuracy.

Given a set of data points (Xi ,Yf) and a function of
yi=f(x4,a,b,c) which is to be fitted to the data.

The residuals are given by,
v1wi= 4(zi, 1%,c) - '4 (111)

;Let the narameters a, b, and c be defined as follows,

b(112)
e-C.+tic-

where a , b0 , and c- are first approximations of a, b, and a.

Th-e r.oblem-; Is not to determine the corrections Aa, Ab, and
Ac so that v is a Ininmum.

Equation ( may now.* be witn

Y44-V 1 = 1. 110;.f0 L\*OC4t (113)
Expandin v + avj Teyior's theorem,

Ab (t~j&~-t &v4qac)* (uttyOrju tets)(1114)
+~~~ ~ 6)) ll, + cP-'+,e' tit e@.,r, or,,'Le --- f.)

where f. means b ,c

f.he firs an-roximatios are reasonably good, the A's
will be small and the higher order terms May be dropped.

Let us define another residua: a the adifference between
the ordinates of the first approxtaation curve and the
data points,

Equation (:4=) may nowr be written,

+ 34
&= (It - -

S(115)
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@s lagorIthm by means of which matrix (120) may be

- A simple a.L o~ .1 ,
formed diectly from matrix (119) is evident: To form the first

row of (120) multIply each row of (119) by Its own first term
and sum the columns; to form the second row of (120), multiply
each row of (119) b: its own second term and sum the columns;
to for. the third row of (120), multiply each row of (119) by
.;its own thIrd term and sum the columns.

T*he residual ecuation matrix (119) could be ver. large, since
there Is a row for each dma point. Examination of t..e above
aizorithm shows that It is not necessary to generate (119)
as a matrix. .e may generate the first row of (119), form the
necessary products, and add them to the terms of (120)
.rediately. The first row of (119) may then be replaced by

t.he secona row, the necessary products formed, and added to
(120); repetitlon of this process N times produces the complete
norm-al. equati-on tr (2)

-ne solution of (120 nrovides values of Aa, Ab, and Ac.
mhese are used to correct the anoroximate naram-eters a0 , bo,

ano~~a cteheecorcts are then taken as Introved
--z. antroximations and t1e -wnole nrocedure repeated. The iteration
i- continued until t h e-re ceases to be significant change a- the
rara-eters; the process is then said to have converged.

! is more convenient to test for convergence on a single
quan-tty, tha-n the -several- pnara-meters.. .12 is a suitable
.uatity; we this chocange significanLy,. the n
is as -vooc as can- be ac^heved.

Eq.a-i (i.3) m av be rew tten in the genera o

o ,K,( Cosw &'0 Tt 4) + (12-)
w!'ere nu". =r -Z .... O Z7Iotns b y a phase angle and

tne ze. a +z- trim"'- ano masalignnent of e abs4ssa
of -he data acquisition syte the veotor..
t -t1 tr . ,In procedure ar-. c ca.nn ot be deterlined senarately
so a single factor K= (z a) seiatelned. zquation (121)
is 1.rt-he .:r Model-.arh JA s -ize- to represent the one-
oerree-of-freedom rvotio.n.

S±he anc -e et variabe o- h' fittin,.. is time.
T-t.U.._e data is tosos A rs :i of corresondng values of
ws-s-e attitude angle an d lmC. he .ethod or differential
corrections, "os no rnherent reurement for a constant-'= .. interval;.. 1.ra-a, hio.wevr_'s sua .presented in ter-,
of' n constant-• t nterl,4 -nrea- simplification of

!eretults W.e.= . -one with respect to a
=. niform scale.

J-
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"K and € are the magnitude and orientation of a vector arm
at t=0. If a section of data late in a flight or wind tunnel
run Is fitted In terms of real time, K and € will be extrapolated

- back to zero time in accordance with the current values of A and
w. It is therefore incident that the time array should be
normalized so that zero time is located within the section of
data being fitted.

Wind tunnel data are always at least slightly non-linear;
that is, A and w change somewhat with time. The values of
A and w obtained by fitting a linear model to such data are mean
values related to the mean or middle time of the section of
data being fitted. Since K and 0 are related to zero time, the
tie array should be normalized so that zero time is at the
i'ddle of the section of data being fitted; all parameters will

then be obtained related to the same instant of time.

The parameters to be determined by fitting the model to the
data are K, A, w, 0, and K3. Reasonably good first approximations
of these quantities are necessary to start the differential
corrections procedure. The final results do not depend unon the
accuracy of these approximations; the only requIrement is that
they be good enough to result in a convergent iteration. These
first approximations are illustrated in Figure 7.

minK may be deter-ined as the mean of the two extreme points of
! minil~mamplitude.

may be determined from, w nl where h 4S the n t=be- of"
tn

extreme points and tn is the time interval between the first and
last of the extreme points.

9 may be determined as € = t4, where to is the tine interval
between the normalized time zero (middle roint of section of data
being fitted) and the preceding positive maximu. A poor first
approximation may result in a negative value for-- r K; the absolute

- value will be correct, however.

K is determined as the distance from the K, line to the
Intercept at normalized time zero of the enveihne of positive
maximum points.

A=O will usually provide a reasonable first guess for
the A term.

e maximum allowable error in the approximation of w depends
upon the rCsulting maximum phase difference between the model and
the data. For a given error in w, the phase difference is
proportional to the number of cycles included in the section of
data being fitted; therefore, greater accuracy is required when
fitting a long section of data.
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The azrivatives required to form the residual equations can
now be expressed as,

= -f;

C=t+
(122)

ai~~L I ;Di

The normal equatiou matrix differs from equation (120) only
in the addition of two rows and columns for the additional
derivatives D and E. The summations of equation (120) are
for i=l to N where N is the number of data points to be fitted.

Following is a listing of a FORTRAN IV subroutine which has
been used to fit the data of the current discussion.

38
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PPOCRAM CtA~P(JPU.(LTPU1,I:ItloUI AFECUIPt.7TA v1,

10 L FCWP I (1'4f')'P '

IF(,;F;*SoCTo(UO) STCI1

jrk4 S=JF 10's-1
LCtv=O

I F (L .C 71 11 rF (L)=I I1r~ (L 1.. ;4'

LC,%=LCN~,

5j( CIeN7 IdE

ifi
f NI;

_ __ 39
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SUPRCtJTIKE VALUE (KtU'e.jFlS*Tj .CA*W)CTTcef(-TErYU)

1) *A (2f.*3)

XPAIN:0.0

IF (CC(J.1 )* .Lec h.-I j ql L.LA*MA

IF (Xf'hX*EC.1.0) AftX)(J-.)
IF (XrAYoECo1*O) TP'AX(LsvAA)=1 Itf (,-1
IF(AX.EC.1.O) LlPAX~t#"AA,1
IF(LP'AX*EC.12) COC TO 15
IF (J.FCJ.2) Lr'4)X=l
IF(XPAJC.ECo1.0) At'IN=fl.O
IF (CC (J,1) .GT.CC (~11)XhWIovMjtN+,0
IF (XivTIEC.*1.0) I~LIt~~J1

IF 0w v*:FC.] &4) KflAx~fl,0
Inl CCA:TTNUF

IF (I%%rEC*?) %wJTE (691-a) t'PLN

10 Fr1hdhT1(1Fl,1w*4L,'ON/

CNTT"A (601) MBt( 1=*I;

AMJ~FAX( -'-1J ~l(9)

100 F~iMAT(15.F0.)
101 Ff~kl A I F 0o

E C&=vX

A(S91=(P 9M~kvlhM/2or
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SUhI'CLTIKE F17 (thWLK'eJF'.#"S*T1p eCC9LCt-.9A9CKT)

K (2) =jF AlS
K (3) =2
K (4)1

Do 10 1=1,NPAR
10 A(193)=l

DC 20 Lz1,JFFMS

X (29L) =CC (1,1)
20 CONTINUE

DC 777 KPASS=1.'0
IF (NFASS.Er'. )?) R~E TtUH
CALL 1SG SI(..AV.0~L)
IF (A(?A1) S1.0 o) (.O IC, 6F

IF (AtI9I) LT*0*C) RE IUN N
777 CCN1INJE

I 1(A(Iq2).I=IvhFAF;)
V (2)=Wt/I0(LVL.400J)
,J Ht'S=1IK0 LCK *4000)
Do 11 1=10hPAP

11 A(193)=1
00 21 L=1.JFIt-

21 CCNTIKUE'
DO LP KFASS=1*50
IF(KFASSoEQ*12) 1ETUPN
CALL 1.SCSLH(h*XA*VFqPELT)
JF(A(?6,I).*GI.0*) G0 TC 63

77 t CCNT Tt (i

f.5 Do 25 1,IJFFVS
COCK*.)=EXP (-&(19 1)*(1 I74 (K-CN))* (?%I)*SIN (A (3,)*( 111f WK-Chl)

l.A 4.) ) .A (5
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75 CCNTIKUtE

200 FCRtAT//' i4irN I I f Flg'vE-Ct'I. lfPul CALC
I [1FFO)

(J0 30 K=19JF~mS

SblMcUP1IDFF00

30 CCNIIKUE
OEV=S.T (sljM'1JFHV'S)

101 FCkt#AT(E1497)
00 31 K=1.JFAMS*20

W9JTE (69100) NtLfv.71IE()TIMX(2K)CO(K,1),OIFF
100 FORRIATU(I5,?F19,FI4.7)
?I CU'NJTMJFJ

END
END
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SUBFIOUTIK VF(N*IX*DFAl

C FQLATIOK TO FIT....

SA3=SI&'tA(3J*Xfl.4A(!)

OF (2)=EAIOSA3

SUM =A(2)*EAI*COS(A(3)*X(1)*A(4))
CF (3)=X1) *SU'
DF (4)=SL'
OF (51=1.
X(9)=DIURI.(5)
RFTURth

END

143
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ThE SMALL-AMPLITUDE FREE-OSCILLATIO SYSTEM

The Suzersonic Tunnel Association standard ten degree cone was
selected as the test configuration. The model has interchangable
nose sections which resulted in bluntnesses of .0167, .1, and .25
when moted with the conical afterbody which had a 4.5 inch diameter
base. Several ballast rings are located in the model near its base
to ensure proper static balancing. The forward end of the cone was
fit with a ring holder which attached the cone to the flexure mount
of the supporting sting. The cone, noses, flexure ring holder, and
a sample ballast ring are shown in Figure 8.

.he basic components of the sting support and model system are
illustrated in Figure 9. The sting is designed to permit the
attachment of seven commerically available torsional flexure mounts
to allow for a variety of torsional stiffness and load carrying
characteristics, which may be required to meet a specific test
objective. For the present test 5/8 inch cross flexures of spring

constants of K=106.0 and 13.3 Inch-lbs/radian were selected.
Using flexures of differing spring constants allows evaluation
of frequency effects.

The model-sting system is injected into the flow field at the
desired sting angle-of-attack. Secondary oscillation of the
support system initially appeared to be a problem. To alleviate
,his proDlem the angle-of-attack servo mechanism is clamped to the
wind tunnel superstructure. An initial angle-of-attack and the
subsecuent resulting small oscillations about the stirg angle-of-
attack is achieved by a pneumatically actuated piston, rod, and tripping
lever system. Application of air pressure to the rear of the
piston drives the piston and rod forward causing the tripping
lever to rotate outward and contact the model. The model is caused
to rotate about the flexural pivot point, with the maximun deflection
angle being dependent on the height of the lever hammer head.
As the piston moves further forward, the level is quickly released
which allows the model to freely oscillate about the pivot point.
Application of air pressure on the other side of the riston
retracts the actuating rod and sets the system for another
triggering sequence. Several trips may be achieved during each
wind tunnel run, allowing several damping records to be obtained.
A data record is also obtained prior to and just after a wind
tunnel run to allow determination of tare damping values under
near vacuum conditions.

in order to sense and continuously real out the instantaneous
model attitude, the cross members of the flexure pivot are instrumented
with a dual, heat conpensating, strain gage system. Such a system
provides a back-up gage in the event of a failure of the main
system. The strain gage flexure system wa thoroughly investigated
to ensure that there was no increased structural damping or thermal
sensitivity associated with the installation of the strain
gages on the flexural members. In the present application, the

1411
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system output is suitably filtered and recorded on magnetic tape
for later analysis. The system was also ca]lbrated to provide
displacemenz, system unit conversion factors. At the highest
sampling rate available the present data acquisition and
recording system storage memory fills to capacity in about two
seconds, and this data must then be transferred to marnetic tape,
an operation requiring about one second. Hence, either an
interrupted record of the model angle-of-attack history of *1
approximately 10 to 20 seconds duration is cbtalned frci a single
triggering of the model, or a series of records of two-second
duration inItiated by repeat triggers the mode] during the data
transfer intervals Is obtained for analysis. Poth procedures
appear useful for typical model oscillation frequencies in the
neighborhood of 5 tc 15 her--. A sche-atic representatirn of the

signal oath is presented 4. Figure 10. The lea - cabls fr m
the strain gages are blanketed and taped to the sting to provIde
insulated and prolutlon. This process results in a maximum sting
diameter of 2 inches, 14 inches downstream of the model base and
a sting diameter of 1-1/4 inches I~ediately aft of the model base.
The model and blanketed and taped sting are shown in Figure 11.
An oscilloscope prcvldes a means of continuous monItorIr of the
movement of the model.

The torsional pendulum method was used to determine the transverse
moment of inertia of the various configurations of the model after
each configuration had been statically balanced. Using the torsIonal
technique, the inertial moments were first comnuted for a test
mass, of known density and cross section. These results were
then comnared to computer moments of Inert.a with errors of
smal magnitude resulting. The accuracy of the experimental results
was thereby confirmed. Results of the torsional technique for
the three statIcally balanced nf tn" ofhe model
are resented below for a center of grav -ity located '. 46 6 inches
from the base of the model.

R _ _ _ / F, 
ARn/R (slug-itj)

.0167 7.985 x IA'

.i 7.452 x 10

.25 6.Ao3 x I -
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FORCE OSCILLATION SYSTEM

The forced-oscillation technique is based on the principle
that when a simple mechanical system is externally forced tooscillate near its undamped natural frequency,* the input force

(or moment) required to maintain the motion is just that necessary
to overcome the inherent damping in the system (Ref. 2). Hence
a measurement of the forcing function is equivalent to a measure-
ment of the system damping. In theory, the oscillation need not
be exactly at the resonant frequency, as a measurement of the
forcing function and phase difference between the input force
(or moment) and the system response is sufficient to provide a
means for deducing the damping. However, in practice, the
technique becomes less useful as the oscillation frequency
departs from the system natural frequency, and most forced-
oscillation damping measurement systems operate at or near

resonant conditions.

The forced-oscillation mechanism used is illustrated in
simplified from in Figure 12. The model is attached to the pivoting
head, which is forced to perform a single-degree-of-freedom
oscillation about the pivot point by a yoke and eccentric crank
attached to a rotating shaft driven by a one-third horsepower
universal motor located in the drive-unit housing, as indicated.

The balance, designed and built at the NASA Langley Research
Cent-er for a hypersonic free-jet wind tunnel, employs the 90-degree
drive shaft turn in order to minimize undesirable tunnel blockage
and heating effects which would result from a motor
housing mount located on the sting axis. Oscillation frequencies

from about one to 50 hertz can be obtained and oscillation ampli-
tudes up to two degrees can be generated by the currently
available components. Operation of the balance is restricted to
main'aining the plane of oscillatCn coincident with a vertical

rlane, although the balance may be pitched either up or down to
a maxLmum angle of 30 degrees and may be yawed to angles restricted
only by load limitations on the balance head. Hence, in-plane

damping is achieved by pitching the balance in the oscillation
plane, and out-of-plane damping is obtained by yawing the
balance normal to the oscillation plane.

*Resonance occurs from equation (72) when

and

5J
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Loads transmitted to the model are deduced from strain-gage R
measur.ements on the upper and lower beams shown in Figure 13,
which schem-atically illustrates the forward balance arrangement.
This moment beam design was selected to provide maximum strain
(i.e., gage response) with minimum deflection so that the model
is rigidly forced to perform the motion generated by the shaft
,'rank and yoke. The degree to which this is achieved is related
to the ratio of oscillation frequency to the mechanical natural
frequenCy of the moment beam and mass located forward of the
beam. N:ote will be :,ade of this noint when balance calibration
and data reduction are discussed. It is also important to note
that the moment beam is located between the pivot and the model,
and therefore loads measured by the gages located thereon do not
contain drive-train or Divot frictional components.

The Instantaneous angular disnlacement of the model relative
to the sting is obtained from strain gages mounted on the center
deflection beam mounted between the model and the sting, as
Illustrated In Figure 13. The stiffness of this beam and the
iner ia of the model and nivoting head combine to generate a
natural oscillation frequency of the balance and model. This
freauency is changed by the addition of aerodynamic stiffness
during wind-tunnel flow conditions, but typically the deflection
beam stiffness is greater than the aerodynamic stiffness, as
operat!ln at as high a value of reduced frequency as possible is
usually desirable. This maximum frequency is limited by the
,nium. model moment of inertia which can be practically obtained

and by the maximum frequency allowable by both the data-
acquisition system and by the dynamic chara-teristics of the
balance itself. A foil strain-gage bridge is mounted on the

defelction beam, whereas semiconductor strain gages are mounted
on the moment beams to provide increased sensitivity.

in order to obtain satisfactory performance under high-
temperature hypersonic tunnel flow conditions, the balance is
Droided with water cooling. *owever, water cooling passages are
not provided within the straln-gage beams due to size limitations,
and the.e elements can be subjected to some temperature draft
during testing. The bridges are temperature compensated and, in
addition, since oscillation signals are the primary measurement
objective, a slow bridge-zero drift due t neven thermal loadinr
can be eliminated by monitoring only the a.c. component of the
bridge outputs. Th.is technique does not account for bridFe
sensitivity changes due to uniform temperature changes; however,
account can be taken of the latter by calibration and by appropriate
design technique.

it is also desirable that the pitching-moment reference
point be located at the oscillation Divot point. As shown in
.igure 13, however, the pitching-moment beam is located some
distance forward of the pivot point. Additional strain-gage
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bridges are provided on the beam elements to develop a normal-
force signal, which is subsequently combined with the pitching
moment, analogous to a simple moment-transfer equation, to yield
an output moment signal referenced about the pivot point. This
signal combination is accomplished on the balance itself.

Calibration of the balance and associated read-out instru-
mentation requires consideration of both static and dynamic
effects. Static calibration was accomplished in a conventional
manner by dead-weight loading with d.c. bridge excitation voltages
of 2, 4, 5, and 7 volts. Actual operation of the balance
was performed with a bridge voltage of approximately 4 volts.

it is important to note that the pitching-moment beam
deflections under actual oscillating conditions represent dynamic
deflections and, as such, require smaller loads for equal strains
than under equivalent static conditions. That is, the instan-
taneous bear deflection is a function of applied load and frequency,
and in principle a dynamic calibration at several oscillation
frequencies Is required. In practice, one normally assumes that
the mechanical natural frequency of the moment beam and model
Inertia combination is very much higher than the oscillation
frequency during testing, and hence the dynamic deflections can
be expected to be approximately equal to static deflections under
equal loading.

An indication of the relative dynamic amplification has been
obtained by earlier tests performed on the balance for NASA. A
sketch of the test setun for that study is shown in Figure 14.
Sinusoidal loads were generated by an electro-mechanical shaker
and applied to the balance through a calibration fixture. T-he
fixture served as an inertia load and as a means for 2oad application.
A load amplitude cf two poinds was maintained while the frequency
was varied from 1 to 160 hertz. The balance strain-gage
bridge outputs were recorded and analyzed to provide the frequency
resnonse characteristics of the balance-fixture system. The
output from each bridge was normalized to the one hertz
reference value.

Figure 15 shows a representative frequency response curvefor the pitching-moment bridge output as a function of load
frequency. A resonant frequency of about 45 hertz can be observed
'with. the dynamic response amplification beinr about 10 at this
frequency. Note that at a frequency of ao out 10 hertz, the out-
put is approximately 10 percent higher than the static value.
Therefore, during actual testing at this frequency, one would
reduce the output measu.-ement about 10 percent In order to obtain
the actual load magnitude from static calibration information.
This result is, of course, dependent on the fixture inertia
characteristics being representative of the actual model
characteristics.

5 7
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The basic data-reductirn analysis for forced-oscillation
systems has been described and is not repeated here. In principle,
if measurements are made of the applied moment amplitude, M.,
the angular displacement amplitude,* o , the phase angle, ',
between the moment and displacement signals, and the frequency of
oscillation, w, then the total system damping, C, can be computed

from the relation (equation (89))

--- ----- (123)
W ,o

" ihen is approximately equal to the undamped natural frequency of
the zystem, the phase difference W becomes approximately 90 degrees.
At this frequency, the applied moment necessary to sustain the
Motion is near a minimum value. The required moment is
actually a minimum at the damped natural frequency, which is slightly
less than the undamped natural frequency; however, the difference
betl..ween the two is negligible for lightly damped systems. Wind-
off tare measurements were made under near-vacuum conditions
prior to ecn un to assess the structural damping influence.
These measurements were obtained at the wind-off resonant fre-
quency, which was typically only one or two hertz less than the.... d... va~e, due to the large deflee ! spring stiffness

relative to the aerodynamic stiffness.

THE WIND L.T N TESTS

Tests were conducted in the wind tunnel facilities of the Naval
Surface W.-eapons Cencer.

±he yoerveloclt;y Research Tunnel (SA) operates (Mach l) at 
tkemeratures un to 2100 Kelvin in the supply pressure range from
300 to 700 atnospheres. .he tunnel utilizes high-pressure stored
nitrogen as the working gas. The gas is heated by a forced-
convection, electrical resistance-type graphite heater. Under
maximum cneratlng conditions, this heater delivers power to the gas
at a rate of 1600 kilowatts.

The facl-ity provides a maximum Reynolds number of
2 x lOs per meter, which represents altitude simulation at
36,000 meters. The average steady-state operating time at
any supply condition is approximately three milnutes.

The facility is supplied with a test model support
mechanism that provides pitch and roll motions and readouts.
Also, instrumentation and data processing equipment is
available for force, pressure, temperature, and dynamic
stabilIty testing.

60
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lozzle flow studies; namely, Pitot pressure surveys, have
been made at supply pressures of 400 and 600 atmospheres.
Results of these studies indicate that the uniform flow test
core is 13 to 20 centimeters in diameter. The centerline
?~tot variation over a 71-centimeter axial length is approximately
3 percent. This corresponds to a Mach number gradient dM/dX of
about 0.5 x !0-3/centimeter.

.&-or further information regarding the Mach 18 iynervelocity
Research Tunnel, see NOLTR 711-158, Ref. 10.10

'The model was injected into the Mach 18 flow field at st-ng
angle-of-attack of 00, 50 and 100, disturbed to an initial angle-of-
attack and permitted to freely oscillate. The subsequent induced
strain raze signals were ztored on magnetic tape and converted to
d .:tnl values.

The least squares-differential correction techniaue was then
used to extract the stability parameters from the oscillatory
motion.

The fitting model used was

The Stability coeffIclents determined were Cmq, the dampingmr-ment coeficient Cm , the restoring moment coefficient, and
. the Sle off 'the Festorin- moment coefficient with angle-of-a'f ta ck.

rhe dampin- moment coefficient was determined as:

---

lne .i_1 -- g moment was dete-mned as:

T-he sone of the pitching moment coefficient was
determined as:

10_

r',P ei, A. , 14""-, cch 18 !ypervelocity
Research Tunnel," Naval Ordnance Laboratory Technical Report
7'-l158, August 1974
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whAe ..re the .sur tion has been made that £ and 4o are small compared
t- q 1 t, see equation (60).

e.!-:;r ,.. a: nitch damDn-g investigation conducted in Supersonic
. and the }iivnersow' Tunnel (8) of the .aval

n:e :S Cent L hit" Oak inboratory are also presented
-C :'i" : an number, Re. no'us number variation. The

.. , 1Q1 cone was ruta a- : ach number of 5 at a free
s-z*e_:.-U% eyL 1ds nu --be- of 9 . e foot. For a discussion of

"I*at -ondi'tions of Supersonic Tunnel No. 2, see
S... - . Tests were also carried out in the Hypersonic

(§. .t a variet. y , of stagnation pressure conditions. For
a diZ1Of o- the operating conditions of the Hv-ersonic Tunnel

e - ence 12.12 Tne forced oscillation technique was
alSo usei for the hvpersonic tests. The force oscillation

l as used to obtain in-pl-ane and out-of-plane damping

...... - free oscillation data point was also obtained in

... erv..eoc Research Tunel for a seven percent blunt
zcxn fi gura t Ion.

ine primary ob.jective of the test progrm was to determin

stanil'.zt coeffcients for a ten derree cone a
uncta5n of' biu:-nesz ana anrle-of-attack under the Imnosed

test.ng -:..... ndons, and to examine the reneatability, of these
ceffi zient.s with angle-of-attack. "The results thus obtaired are
--are? .lth stnt-c test res'ts aS w.e a s results from other

t1UiC- -Iez for the nurose oe-al ua'Inr the data.

-naiys. If lern,. sen".Ieivi-
The fr. :ee oscilio!n" syste4 pos.:ezses ,- "f" e.o nenrs tvty

S -Y.oIde nic stabit 11 ....asur.e.n.s at the :-merve]ocitv
-ure~ls nera tn 7 odto- The reduceable ome

n.;~h~c t us tr-.j~ ned: an -v4flbrfl mcan amplitude e

oscil!latin Of annroximately two degrees about a trim an-le-ofattack. "'tin anrle-ofl-attack off 00,S and ] 0o wee -~a.taCk .,. a..r of 10 - and 10were used.

tgron-ut h-.... testing nrorram. -!-ne flexure .ivot with the smal11r
~~~~o wind

1 
-.PJ*=*ne'A r-:7 -a!- s- eIas set e d fr a ma.iority of ,mn tunnel

r z n order to1 achieve a larr-er am'iItude of osciliation. Use
0' 1isflexure. hznwe"er, iar-ge trim angles r the

nhher zti n gles-o-attack- The flexure with ths hig-her

if,,.
r"e and Th-rb~ sics Resear-ch Facilities," Naval

Ordnance Laboratory Report 1264, July 1967

*t oeireder, F., Schleslnrger, I.I., Baum, G., Cornett, R.,
The u. 2. "aval Ordnance laboratory -personic Tunnel,

'.ruT? 67-27, April 1967
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torsional stiffness provided much better performance in that very
small trim angles developed. It is concluded that preliminary
estimates of pitching moment should be made prior to flexure
selection and that these values should then be used to determine the
trim angle and therefore the flexure which is most compatible
with the test requirements.

No frequency effect was found to be present. The system was
found to produce highly repeatable data yilding a maximum

deviation of 3 percent for pitching moment coefficient and
Spercent for damping moment coefficient.

D ata Reduction

The techniques previously described were used to fit the
aercba!!istic theory to the 1-D oscillation obtained from the
wind tunnel tests.

The free-oscillation data was digitized and fit each record
consi sting of approximately 6000 datapoints. The average percent
error of fit of the theory to the data indicated that the datmned
sinusoidal equation, Equation (121), represented the recorded
wind tunnel motions to within an accuracy of 2.5 percent. A
representative plot of the 1-D wind tunnel motion is presented
in Figure 16.

Stab-lity Coefficients

Representative plots of pitching moment coefficient, as
determined using the free oscillation technique, versus
nl-o,-a c are given in Figures 17-19. These data are compared
to some ve:i accurate and precise force and moment data1 3 taken
for ..e same model in the Hypervelocity Research Tunnel. Tne
resultZ of the force and moment test have been carefully analyzed
and numerous comparisons have been made with other experimental
A- analytical results. Excellent agreement is noted between the
static and dynamic results over the bluntness and angle-of-attack
ran1ge considered. Increase in angle-of-attack yields an increase
.n pitchin7 moment. As the bluntness is increased the pitching

.40oment is seen to increase over the range of bluntness considered.

'Keel, A., "A Note on the Viscous Effects on Center-of-Pressure
.ocation for Sharp and Blunted Cones," Submitted to Journal of
Spacecraft and Rockets, April 1975
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in order to further evaluate the free-oscil),ation system
comnarlson of Mach 18 free oscillation results were made with

freoscIllation results obtained in the Aerospace Research
Labratry ach 114 'Facili ty. 14 Results typical of this comparison

=are iv.en in Fi'gure" 20-25. The slope of the pitching moment
curve C 4 and the dynamic stability coefficient C 4d
are Comsvared. ',he t1rends exhibited in the M.ach 111 tests are
:%irrored by the M.ach1 18 results. The shifts noted between the
Mach I-a --nd Mah1- results are due to Mach number and
sma! cener of' Fravity location effects. The effects of' blunt-

nes onC~ ndCt44 are presented in Figures 26 and 27,
respectively. The Center of gravity location referred to the
vir'-al nose nOrmalized by the Virt4ual length for the free
oscillation tests had a valute of 0.6078.

FORCE OSCILL1ATION' TEST RESULTS

zests were carried out at ""ach 5 in the WOL Supersonic Tunnel
(Tnel #an9 ?yero~ Tunnel (Tunnel aP) at a variety of

stagnation oressure conditions. The model used was a 10-degree
c one having a nose bluntness of' seven percent. The analog output
sicgnals f'rom the Strain-gage bridges were digiitally sampled and
recorded as a function of tim~e, with the sampling rate being
such th-at approximatelY 50 points per cy;cle were obtained. On-
line examination of' the pitChing-Moment and angular displacement
si&-nals di splayed on a dual-trace oscilloscope provided the
necessary feedback information for confirminp, resonant conditions.
M-anual motor sneed control proved to be satisfactory for these
tests. The phase difference between signals changed dramatically
as motor speed increased throug;h the desired resonant condition,
and the :nomeni. zi:.rnl minimization at, resonance was quite definite.
Post-test examination of the recorded signal Indctdta

naedi fference withiAn a few de-rees of the 90-de ree resonance
val_1ue was normallyI- achieved . Checks *were also made to insure
that chase shifts within the instrumentation %,ere identical for
both s-i~-nals of' interest.

,-he more comnrehensive test4&ng was accomplished in the Super-
sonic --unnel, with datL-a being obtained at pItch angles of 0-, h, and

11deree5; yaw angles of 0 and 7 deree;ada o rsue
of30 80, 100, 1150, and 200 psia. After onerati"on of- the banlance

-alchner, 0D., S3awyer, F. 'P., "Tn-Plane and Out of Plane
Stab-1ility Derivatives ofilene Cones at 1ah erospace
Research Laboratories Report 7-_0000, July, 1973
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and data-acqulsition system was confirmed in the Supersonic Tunnel,
a brief test was also conducted in the Hypersonic Tunnel at

eah 5 and at a total pressure of 370 psia to validate the
balance and support system performance. Some of the results of
these tests are nresented in Figures 28-31 and compared with

available data.

Figure 23 shows the measured damping coefficients as a function
§ " Reynolds number and compares these results with some ballistic

ranre oata at Mach 9.7 to 7.5 (Ref. 1!) and with some free-
oscillation ..ind-tunnel data obtained at Mach 6.1s There
apeasrs to be little Reynolds number influence on the data
nresented. The lowest Reynolds number at which the present data
were obtained is renresentative of the minimum value at which the
;mi..nr moment could be accurately measured at a bridge excitation
v vol-tage of four volts and with the nresent instrumentation setup.
Balance sensitivity to lower loads can be achieved by. increasing the
bride excitation (this is limited by the requirement for minimizing
'_o-le 1-hting of the rages and by voltage limitation of the gages
themselves) and by increasing the signal gain and filtering
r hw-ner1sti. 5 of the data-acquisition and recording equipment.

1-Ure 29 nresents a simila- comparison of damping data as a
function of Mach number. Th.e figure includes a M-ach 18 data noint
obt-ained in the WOL Hyperveliocitv Research Tunnel by the small-
a-MpItude free-oscillation technique for the 7 percent blunt case.
Both M rach 5 data and Mach 18 data apnear to be in reasonable
agreement -ih available data. It should be noted that several
a djustments could be made to the data to account for center-of-
oscilation and nose bluntness difference but these corrections are
relatively smal! and are not warranted for the discussion here.

The in-plane dampign data are presented in ?igure 30 as a
fanc to .a.0an of mean angle of attack and compared with some .-ach 2

a of ata, a
Sdegree cone ( / = 0.017) data. Tie Mach 2 data were obtained
with a single-degree-of-freedom, free-oscillation balance
ln^ororatLnP a cross-flexure pivot.1' T-he nresent Mach 5 data
and tne Mach 2 d r te no sinificant anrle-of-attack
effee for angles !.ss than the cone half angle. An out-of-plane

dat a nont obtaaned at an angle of attack of seven degrees
p ~reserr force--oscIllation technique (C 04ft. Cak=&&.)

was ortined) also agrees in a similar manner with the M-ach 2
-- damn ig .d of ueference 16 However, the out-of-

oiane ua-a z not Indicate the rather definite increase in

, , "High-Amplitude Dynamic Stability Characteristic-

c f Blunt 10-Degree Cones," Th 32-1012, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
rasadena, C5L1ifornia, Qctber 1966

: Stone, 6. W., Clark, i I.., Jr, and Burt, . E. An

n..Tvestirat oin of "onsymetripj- hze'.=: 4nic Daming Moments,"
AIAA Paner 72-29, January 1972

-Rig
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damping at an angle of attack near the cone half angle, but
rather they indicate some decrease in damping for this
configuration as angle of attack approaches 30 degrees or so.

Finally, a data point was obtained at zero mean anple of
attack in the -'L Hypersonic Tunnel for the 7 percent blunt case.
The results obtained were in agreement with the data obtained in
the Supersonic Tunnel. The balance support system in the Hypersonic
Tunnel does not permit out-of-plane damping data to be obtained
with this particular balance; however, in-plane damping may be
obtained at angles of attack up to 30 degrees, a limit imposed by
the necessit-y for maintaining an adequate oil both for the motor
gearing in The drive-unit housing of the balance, discussed
earlier. The allowable load limits imposed by the mechanical
design of the balance were not reached in any of the tests
reported here, and therefore the balance possesses the capability
for use at higher loads (i.e., higher total pressures) than
indicated by these evaluation tests.

...... GE WIND- TU!E L PITCH DAIMPING DISCREPANCIES

Reference 1 reports an increase in dynamic stability as
P*ach number is increased. As a result of this range conducted
investigation, it was concluded that the measurements made suggest
that the damping derivatives at higher Mach numbers may have
some dependence on the type of motion pattern experienced by the
model. As previously seen, in comparing the data of Reference 1
with comparable wind tunnel data, the wind tunnel determined
values indicate a decrease in dynamic stability with Mach number,
which is not in agreement with the results of the range study.
"io Reynolds number variation can be seen to contribute as was
shown in Figure 2%. Reference 1 also concludes that the reported
discrepancies may be due to model support interference. During
the oresent, investigation, no conclusive evidence of this type of
interference could be determined. The high repeatability of the
data and the excellent agreement noted with the static test
results and results from other facilities 4end to de-emphasize
this conclusion. It is felt, however, that this discrepancy may
be oxplained by a difference between the in plane and out of
plane dynamic stability coefficients. Such results were first
renorted for angles-of-attack greater than the cone half angle
(Ref. 16).

Tabok and Schiff 7 suggested a theoretical moment formulation

for nonplanar vehicle motion. This formulation was nonlinear with
respect to angular displacement and linear with angular rates.

obak, :.., Zchiff, L., "A Nonlinea- AeroJJMomen,
Formuiat-on and Its Innlication for -yna-mic b-ili eJ y ... ,--Sa il t estin. "

NASA Ame- Research Cer,.er, AIAA Paper 71-275, 1971

------- - ~ -
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I T was concluded that yaw damping at angle-of-attack must be
different from pitch damping if the pitch moment is a nonlinear
function of angle-of-attack. It has been shown that slightly
blIunted cones have highly nonlinear aerodynamics at small
angles-of-attack, which are only a fraction of the cone half
antle (References 14 and 18)18 and subsequent analysis followed. 19

Two-degree-of-freedom tests have also been conducted2" to
investigate the in-plane, out-of-plane defference. It was found
that a transverse product of inertia has a very strong coupling
effect in the case of nonplanar motion. In the case of planar
motion linear aerodynamics were experienced. In the case of
nonplanar motion an aerodynamic accleration coupling derivative
was extracted which had the same effect as an inertial coupling
by-product of inertia.

2 1

Such damping asymmetry tends to invalidate the use of the
tri-cyclic theory to correctly represent the free flight motion
of blunted sphere cones. Out-of-plane damp 4 ng is then present
in the range test and is not present in the wind tests.

!8Cla, J. T. and Walchner, 0., "Nose Bluntness Effects on

The Stability Derivatives of Slender Cones," Transactions of the
Second Technical Workshop on Dynamic Stability Testing, AEDC and
; Inc., Vol. 1, Paper 8, 1965

2I*urphy, C., "Limit Motions of a Slightly Asymmetric Re-entry
Vehicle Acted on by Cubic Damping Moments," U. S. Army Ballisitcs
Research :ab., Aberdeen Proving Grounds, i4aryland, AIAA Paper

-70, 197A

2 0 .. en,K. B., Sawyer, F. 1., Walchner, 0., "Stability

Jer.vaives o.f a 10' Cone Existing Planar and mNon-Planar Motion at
:ah Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson

, hio, ARL 71-0112, August 1974

21 Walchner, 0., "Research on Hypersonic Stability Problems,"
.-rospace Research Lab. Report 74-140
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If the range data were fit without allowing for this in-plane, out-
of-plane difference anerror will be introduced which could lead
to the over prediction of total damping. As the Mach number is
increased tne initial angular disturbance of the range model would
increase and thus the resulting oscillations and the over prediction
of total dynamic stability coefficient.

The reported in-plane, out-of-plane damping difference should
be further investigated. A LOrrected equation of motion should
be determined -!nd simulation conducted to determine the overall
effect of such coefficient asymmetry. In the meantime, care
should be taken in comparing results determined from methods
where in-plane, out-of-plane damping is present and methods
where only in-plane damping is present until the source for the
disagreement iz well understood.

SUMMARY

The damping in pitch characteristics of a ten degree cone
have been investigated. Numerous single-degree-of-freedom wind
tunnel experiments have been conducted in order to obtain the
variation of damping coefficient with bluntness, Mach number,
Reynolds number and anle-of-attack. The results of the present
investigation have been compared with results from other
facilities and have been found to be in good agreement. Data
on the ten degree Supersonic Tunnel Association cone was also =

obtained at Mach 18. Damping data on this configuration at
Mach 18 was not previously available. A discrepancy was noted
with damning data variation with Mach nu-mber as obtained from a
ballistic range experiment. An explanation of this discrepancy,
based on in-plane, out-of-plane damping difference, has been
offered. A detailed explanation of the theory, data reduction
technique and exnerimental methods has also been presented in
order to document the d.namIc testing capabilities of the Naval
Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory.


